
Newsletter Oye LENA  
Educational project, Curahuasi – Peru 

July - August 2019 

Dear loyal readers and new readers, 

The green boxes are regular sections that contain invariant general information. Below these boxes, you can find new 
information and pictures.  

AT THE PROJECT 

How we work 

A day at Oye LENA starts with a short meeting with all the volunteers. In the morning we work one-on-one with the 
children with disabilities. Every child with a disability follows his individual schedule, adapted to his or her needs. In the 
afternoon we pick up the toddlers and other children with a disability. When they arrive at Oye LENA they receive a hot 
meal. With development goals we set up ourselves, we try to stimulate the children through various activities. Every day 
the children follow a class and after that they can choose out of different learning centres where they want to play. We 
also organize a lot of special activities. You can read more about this in what follows!  

Special events   

Marleni gets her cast off  

As you could read in the previous newsletter, Marleni underwent surgery on her leg for 

the second time. After 4 weeks she was allowed to get the cast off. Her leg looks a lot 

better now and she can walk without pain. However, she still needs to use an 

orthopaedic sole in her shoe. In addition, she needs plenty of physiotherapy to be able 

to use her leg correctly again. By the end of September we will go for another check-

up.  

  

 

 

 

Jean Pier is back!  

Good news! Two years ago, Jean Pier moved to Juliaca, and we only saw him 

occasionally since, when they visited family in Curahuasi.  

In august Jean Pier, his mother and his baby sister moved back to Curahuasi. Since 

then he is joining the project again, something we are very happy about!  

  

 

 

 

 



Theme-based working 

At Oye LENA, we use monthly themes in our work with our special kids, our toddlers, as well as the project and the classes 
in the mountain schools. Every month we pick a new theme, which will then become the common theme throughout all 
the lessons and classes. These themes are fixed for three school years. Every theme is linked with (Peruvian/Belgian) 
objectives. Cognitive goals are important, but also social and emotional well-being, as well as attitudes. In every theme, 
we incorporate methods like ‘Sherborne’ (Development Movement), ‘Snoezelen’ (Controlled Multisensory Environment), 
learning centres, Multisensory Storytelling, yoga, writing dance,...  

Our education starts from the children’s living environment consisting of challenges and experiences, calling for 
experimenting and exploring. This forms a basis for motivated learning. Through ‘playful learning’ and ‘learning by doing’, 
we try to stimulate the development of the children to increase their chances of a better future. 

July = theme animals and landscapes of Peru 

With this theme we taught the kids a lot about the animals that live in Peru and about the different areas you can find in 

the country (costa, selva and sierra). They made a huge mountain landscape, their own snakes/monkeys/…, traveled to 

Machu Picchu together with Dora, and so much more.  

August = theme professions: police, waiter, teacher and vendor 

Each week of this month, we focused on a specific profession. One week the kids covered a police course, the next they 

had to walk with a tray like a real waiter, or they could buy and sell things like the vendors on the market in Curahuasi. 

 



Bristers’ Day 

The term ‘Bristers’ refers to brothers and sisters of our special children. In the past, we noticed that our special kids were 
not always treated correctly by their siblings. In some cases, we even noticed abuse. In specific, signs of jealousy towards 
the presents and care they were given at the project. By organizing this day, we want to include the siblings. The objective 
is to offer them psychological support and to pay attention to their feelings as well. We try to reinforce the relations 
between the siblings in order to improve the quality of life for both parties this way.  

In July the bristers had to complete plenty of assignments to obtain fruits, so they could prepare a fruit salad together 

with Reyson and Jose Abel. In August the bristers played games, including life-sized mikado, tasting food while being 

blindfolded, and much more. Afterwards everybody joined for a game in which kids could put on a piece of clothing 

whenever they agreed with a certain statement and thus dress up really funny.  

 

 

Parental participation  

Every month, we organize a meeting with the parents of our children.  

First of all, we want to keep them updated about the ins and outs at Oye LENA and the evolution of their child. We also 
offer workshops to teach the parents how they can stimulate their children and their development. We do this over snacks 
and drinks, and we show some pictures of the previous month. In addition, we offer workshops to teach parents how they 
can stimulate their children and the development of their children every day. There’s also time to talk about education in 
general, the difficulties that come with this, and the importance of healthy food and health in general. 

Every Thursday, we also organize a game of volleyball. The parents can participate or not. We want to give the parents 
the possibility to relax and expand their social network by meeting each other in a more informal context.  

In July we organised a workshop on personal hygiene and in august we mainly discussed the ‘vaso de leche’, a program 

of the Peruvian government that serves vulnerable people by providing them a daily portion of high-quality nutrition 

(see our previous newsletter). 

 

 

 
 



Weekly classes in the mountain schools of Ccocchua and Puka Puka 

Once a week we go to a remote mountain school, alternately in the villages Puka Puka and Ccochua. We give classes to 
the toddlers there and try to improve the level of education in cooperation with the local teacher. We want to teach them 
methodologies like Writing Dance, ‘Snoezelen’ (Controlled Multisensory Environment), ‘Sherborne’ (Development 
Movement) and Multisensory Storytelling.  

The children in these mountain villages mostly, or exclusively, speak Quechua at home, while classes at school are given 
in Spanish. In addition, most kids have low-skilled parents who do not always acknowledge the importance of education 
and do not stimulate the development of their children at home. Due to this, the children have a huge disadvantage 
compared to their peers. 

Ccocchua is about 45 minutes driving from Oye LENA. There are 9 students in the class of teacher Myriam, aged 3 to 
6. Since August 2018 the classes take place in a big new classroom.  

By visiting these schools, we try to support the local teachers and improve the level of education. The volunteers, children 
and teachers already reacted enthusiastic! 

Due to Stefanie’s absence we will temporarily stop teaching in the mountain schools. Presumably we will start teaching 

again by mid-2020.  

 

 

Monthly visit to the orphanage of Cachora 

In May 2016, we discovered that two of our loyal students, Brayan and Jesús, were abandoned at the orphanage of 
Cachora, and we decided to pay them a visit. It was heart-breaking and -warming at the same time. By experiencing these 
mixed emotions, we were compelled to return every month. 

The 2 boys barely have contact with their mother and little brother. They merely visit them once or twice a year. It is 
obvious they still suffer from the situation, but after a long period of domestic violence and abuse, we hope they will get 
more stability in their lives and a better future. To contribute to this, we go visit them one Saturday or Sunday a month. 
We organize activities, catch up, eat, and drink something tasty. The focus is on entertainment and joy. We want to offer 
the kids a day to look forward to every month. Every month it’s a very nice day that goes by way too fast! 

When we visited the orphanage again in august, we heard that the mother of Brayan and Jesús took the boys home 

again. We hope that she can take better care of them this time and that we can contact them again soon. We decided to 

keep visiting the orphanage every month, since the other children also always enjoy our visits.  

 

 

 

 



Monthly visit to the hot springs of Cconoc 

Once a month we pay a visit to the hot springs of Cconoc, a 20-minute drive away from the project. One month we do this 
with our toddlers and the other month with our students with different abilities. First, we teach the toddlers to enjoy the 
water. The ones that feel ready can start doing preparatory exercises for swimming. 

Children in Curahuasi rarely, or never, go to a swimming pool, which causes a lot of children to be afraid of the water for 
the first time; however, they overcome their fear rather quickly and really enjoy this day out! 

In july the kids attending primary school also went to Cconoc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Graduated students 

Since November, the children that have graduated over the past year from Oye LENA can come every weekday and get 
homework guidance from Monday to Thursday. On Friday we organize a nice activity to start the weekend right. The oldest 
children are already 10 years old at the moment! They follow their own program, separate from the toddlers, and get 
classes adjusted to their own development and level. 

 

Oye Mundo  

Oye LENA works with volunteers: people from all over the world who come and help on the project. Our volunteers are 
our key figures; thanks to them we can achieve our goals every day, for and with the children. 

In July we offered our volunteers a workshop on cerebral paresis and in august one on voluntourism.  

 

 



Volunteers come and go  

The number of volunteers varies throughout the year, but most of the time we can count on 10 volunteers. Some 
volunteers only stay for a few weeks, whilst others stay a whole year. But every visit and all contributions are much 
appreciated, and we are very grateful to all our volunteers!  

The last few months we welcomed many new volunteers at Oye LENA. Unfortunately, this also means that we often had 

to say goodbye as well.  

Morgan Neal, an American medical student, worked with us for two months! With a big smile and lots of positive 

energy, she was always there for the children! 

Georgina Golding worked at Oye Lena for four months. Being British and a native English speaker, she was the ideal 

person to teach our grandes English every day, which she did very enthousiastically and with all her heart! Thank you 

very much for all the hard work! 

Arthur Delastre, a Business Management student from Nantes, joined our team for two months. He held his ground in 

the midst of the female volunteers and was always prepared to help. He was a valuable asset for our team! 

Geoffroy Allabatre, Domitille Compagnie and Caroline Lory, 3 French friends of Arthur, helped out at the project for a 

month. In addition to working with the kids, they also made a movie for Oye LENA and improved the wheelchair of Jean-

Pier. Thanks for everything! 

Myriam Beerens from Antwerp spent her summer holiday at Oye Lena and did a splendid job working as a 

physiotherapist with the disabled children. Thank you, Myriam! 

Also, Charlotte Gousseau, a teacher in a primary school, spent her summer holiday at Oye Lena! With her eternal smile 

she worked very enthousiastically with the disabled children and the toddlers. Among other things, she helped improve 

the writing and dance classes. 

Finally, at the end of August we said farewell to Ludovic Hampton, a nursing student who gave everything he had for 6 

weeks to work with children during classes, learning centers, and sports. Thank you! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Short messages  

Jelle Coomans donated 15 K3 pianomats to the project. Volunteer Femke Jannsens already brought 2 of these to Oye 

LENA, where the kids enjoyed playing with them! Also volunteer Ludovic Hampton packed his suitcase with stuff for the 

project. Thanks! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This summer we again had several groups from JOKER visiting Oye LENA. Each group brought some nice presents for us. 

Thank you very much! 

    

   

 

 



Gifts from godparents 

Josue (from Fien Pelicaan), Reyson (from Nicole and Leo Neeckx), Judith (from Amber Van Geel) and Josue (from Yelle 
Bonten). THANKS TO ALL OF YOU! 

 

Happy birthday  

We celebrate the birthdays of our children with a personalised crown, a song and a present. Some godparents send a gift 
for their godchild or some extra money so we can buy them a present. Other children receive a present from us. Happy 
birthday! 

Jhordi (from Hannah Bauer, Eva Struycken and Marc Vanhove), Rodrigo (from Fleur Wetzels and Paulien Stoffels-

Huyghebaert), Sarahi (from Tinne Vroonen and Paulien Robberecht), Lyndal (from Karin Schoovaerts and Mariann W. 

Mascioli), Klaus (from Leen and Len), Belen (from us), Yessenia (from Karolien Verrijkt and Antonie Vervenne), Jhon 

(from Helena Craye 

and Rémi Rossi). 

THANK YOU ALL! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Jerson (from Arne Verhaegen), Josue (from Fien Pelicaan), Ruth Belinda (from Lisa De Wolf), Jhendy (from Georgina 

Golding&Rita Houben), Flor Nathaly (Delphine Claerhout, Els Timmermans & Frans Elbrink), and Gabriel (Shae Costello). 

 



IN SUPPORT OF THE PROJECT

Grandmother of volunteer Hannah Bauer donates 2000 Euro  

“On July 11th, 2019 my dear grandmother Maria Bauer died at the age of 100 years. She was an inspiring woman, gentle 

and humble as well as strong and open-minded and we will miss her a lot! In her last letter to the family she mentioned 

that donations for a good cause should be collected at her funeral. My family decided that the donations should go to the 

project Oye LENA, where I have worked twice for several months during the last years and this way 2000€ in total could 

be raised.  

My grandmother always followed my stay in Peru with interest and my dad showed her all the photos I sent. Next to the 

children it was the alpacas she liked best and who always made her smile!   

I am very happy that, thanks to my grandmother’s wish, I’m able to give something back to the project Oye LENA, which I 

owe so many wonderful memories and experiences.” 

By Hannah Bauer  

Nele and her daughter Noor visit Oye LENA 

“About a year ago we started to plan a mother/daughter trip to Peru. 

As we wanted this journey to be more than just a bunch of touristic activities, we decided to look for a local organisation 

that provides support to those who need it. 

Our choise for an organisation was based on two factors, i.e. we needed to be able to get there by ourselves during our 

trip and we needed to be able to directly contact the people working at the project. 

Hence, we were very happy when we learned about Oye Lena, as it is a Belgian initiative and we were able to 

communicate in Dutch. 

September came around quickly and Noor went to high school for the first time. At LAB they have a very open view on 

the world, a big heart and plenty of energy and the will to support us. We readily concluded that teenagers love junk food 

and that this would be the best way to collect money. 

Every week before a school holiday, we sold hotdogs at lunchbreak. During classes the school used the material provided 

by Oye Lena to make other students aware about our initiative. Stefanie also provided movies we could use to announce 

our activity. I provided everybody with sauce, sausage and bread, while Noor and some teachers posted her stall and 

each time sold the whole lot with the help of her friends. 

After having held four hotdog sales, we could donate a fair amount to Oye LENA. We are very pleased with the result and 

are looking forward to the 9th of august, the day we will arrive in Curahuasi and can finally, very briefly, be part of a 

great team that makes for smiling faces on a daily basis.” 

By Noor and Nele 

Donations:  

Due to circumstances, the donations will be discussed in the next newsletter.  

 

 

 

 



Support Oye Lena for free? How is that possible? 

Oye LENA collaborates with TROOPER 

Trooper is an organization from Grimbergen that brings together different 

associations and webshops. Associations can earn money by getting their 

members to shop online. By using the Trooper page of the association to 

navigate to an online shop, the shop knows which association you want to 

support. For each € 100 that is purchased, the shop gives +/- € 5 to the 

association, even though the customer pays the normal price, not one cent 

more. 

You can buy a lot via Trooper:  

• Electronics & much more in one of the 323 webshops 
(Coolblue) 

• The most fantastic toys (Fun / Bart Smit / Maxitoys) 

• A weekend away (Booking.com, Cheaptickets, or Sunweb) 

• Pretty clothes ( JBC, Torfs, De Bijenkorf, Etam, E5 
Mode….) 

• A nice parfum / make-up (ICI Paris XL, Online-
Farmacy) 

• Presents (L’Occitane, Proxis, Mamzel) 

• Some tasty bottles of wine (Wijnbeurs) 

• And plenty of other things… 
 

 

 

Mamita Made Materials: a knitting project for and by our mothers 

Mamita Made Materials is a project we started in January 2017. The intention of this side project is to help the mothers 
of the pupils by giving them a decent wage in exchange for knitting or crocheting of different materials.  

Over and over again, many mothers quite desperately asked for a job or financial help. At first, we didn’t know how exactly 
to help these moms. In the past, we proposed that they knit or crochet hats, scarves, sweaters, etc., but surprisingly 
nobody reacted positively. Later on, we discovered why: no one had the financial means to buy the necessary wool. So... 
we decided to provide the necessary materials (wool, knitting needles, crochet hooks…) ourselves. 

The mothers can choose themselves if they want to knit something, or they make something at the request of our 
sponsors. In exchange for a knitted or crocheted item, they obtain a fair fee.  

Part of the profit goes to the mothers, while the other part is used to purchase new materials.   

Zonta Club Roeselare made it possible for us to realize this project. They donated a starting capital of 2000 Euro, so we 
could purchase the wool, the crochet hooks, the knitting needles, the magazine copies, etc.  

NEW! From now on you can order a personalized tote bag! Send us a black-and-white drawing of your (grand)child, and 
our knitting mothers will make you a pretty bag.  

The drawings on the pictures below are made by our models Sofia and Elliot. The bags with these drawings are also for 
sale (without name).  



 

Interested? Send us a message!  
 

NEW GODPARENTS 

New godparents will be mentioned in our next newsletter.  

BECOME A GODPARENT 

OYE LENA IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR MORE GODPARENTS!  

For just a few eurocents a day you can offer a whole new future to a child!  

Children start at Oye LENA at the age of 3. They follow 3 or 4 years of kindergarten and as soon as they go to primary 
school, they can come every afternoon for homework guidance. This means you can follow your godchild for many years! 
We are more flexible for the children with a disability: they can start whenever the parents want, and we search for 
possibilities on the project. Children can have two godparents. This is always someone they don’t know (a sponsor that 
hasn’t been at the project yet) and someone they’re familiar with (volunteers who, after they’re done volunteering, decide 
to become a godparent). Sometimes it happens that a child doesn’t come to the project anymore, for example when they 
move. In this case we will let you know and if you want, we will appoint you another child.  

 
How will we stay in touch?  

- First you will receive a picture via e‐mail   
- On your godchild’s birthday you will receive a file with pictures and new information. 
- On Christmas you’ll receive a Christmas card made by your godchild.   
- In June you’ll receive a card made by your godchild.  
- You will be tagged on pictures of your child on Facebook (only possible if you follow our Facebook page).   
- You’re very welcome to send an e-mail from time to time to check up on your godchild.   
- In case of older children that can read and write you can also send a letter or e-mail to your godchild. We can translate 
these for you. Keep in mind though that it might take some time to get mail from Belgium to Peru. To avoid this delay, it 
is possible to do all correspondence via e-mail. In this case we will make sure that letters get printed and handed over to 
your godchild. You can send e-mails to oyelena.peru@gmail.com.   



The postal address is: ONG OYE LENA (Stefanie Van Erps), Molle Molle S/N, Curahuasi, Abancay, Apurimac, Perú. Of 
course, you are always welcome to visit the project and your godchild. Make sure to inform us in time! 

 
How do we spend your money?  

A minimum amount of 10 Euro per month guarantees the daily functioning of the project. Hence, your money is not 
specifically spent on your own godchild but is used for ALL children at the project. How do we use this money?  
- To buy food and beverages. Every day the children get fruit, a snack and lunch.   
- To pay for medical expenses (doctor, dentist) so the children get a decent treatment and free medication.  
- To buy toys and educational material.   
- To celebrate festivities (Christmas, Mother’s Day, Halloween) when we spoil the children, their parents and brothers 
and/or sisters with goodies and presents!  
- We buy a gift for your godchild’s birthday.  
 - To pay our employees.  
You can choose to stop being a godparent at any time. You just have to send an e-mail and stop your standing order. 

GIFTS  

Oye LENA can only exist because of generous sponsors like you! 

Businesses and organisations that wish to support us, can provide us their logos and they will come on our website and 
Facebook page. They will be mentioned in the next newsletter.  

ACCOUNT NUMBER OF OYE LENA  

To limit the costs of transactions, Oye LENA has a Belgian account: IBAN BE28 06889753 0620 / BIC GKCCBEBB. 

TAX CERTIFICATE? Yes, that’s possible! 

Deposit your gift on the account of “Leraars Zonder Grenzen” (at least 40 euro per year) and mention Oye LENA. This is 
very important, because without it the project doesn’t receive anything! 

IBAN BE48 5230 8027 2427 / BIC TRIOBEBB 

Leraars zonder Grenzen vzw, Jan de Graefstraat 7, 2600 Berchem, with the message: “Donation to LzG, ONG Oye LENA”  

 

 

 


